LiveScan Plus
Advanced Criminal Hand Scanning and Integrated Booking Solution

LiveScan Plus’s flexible design and configuration supports multiple vendor’s FBI-Certified live scan hardware, which allows you to choose the live scan hardware that best meets the needs of your agency.

Open, Objective Approach—supports multiple vendors’ FBI-certified livescan hardware

Custom-designed fields

Automatic data transfer from RMS or JMS

Optionally read data from magnetic strips on cards, such as driver’s licenses

Includes DataWorks Plus’ NIST Manager software that allows the livescan to electronically store up to 45,000 fingerprint records

- Step-by-step guide through capture process
- Real-time feedback
- Slaps, rolls, palm & writer’s palm prints
- Quality metrics ensure that you always have the perfect print.
Customizable & Adaptable
LiveScan Plus captures all data and images efficiently and accurately. Customizable field validation ensures that all required fields are completed accurately prior to submission.

Easy-to-FollowWorkflow &
Quality Assurance
The color-coded graphical user interface provides an easy-to-follow workflow as well as immediate feedback to users if any prints are of poor quality or out of sequence. These features, as well as slap-to-roll comparisons will greatly reduce the number of rejections upon your agency’s submission to the state AFIS.

Fingerprint Review
From a single screen, review all captured prints at any time during the capture process. To re-scan an image, simply select the desired fingerprint or palm print image.

Integrated Booking System
Expand LiveScan Plus to capture irises, mugshots, SMTs, or signatures when integrated with DataWorks Plus’ Digital PhotoManager.

Live Scan • Mugshot & Criminal Booking • Fingerprint Archive
Mobile Fingerprint Identification • Crime Scene Digital Asset Management
Multimodal Biometrics (Fingerprint, Iris, Facial) • Applicant Live Scan
Tattoo Matching • Facial Recognition Case Management • Inmate Tracking
Live Surveillance Facial Recognition